Manufacturing and Product Development Using Recycled Content.

Keeping over 288,000,000 pounds of boxes out of landfills each year.
Average Recycle Fiber Inventory
5000 tons
Paper Mill Recycle Fiber Consumption

- Daily: 400 tons
- Weekly: 2,800 tons
- Monthly: 12,000 tons
- Yearly: 144,000 tons

The Mill Runs 2 main fiber types

¾ daily consumption post consumer boxes (OCC)
¼ daily consumption pre-consumer boxes (DLK)
Other recycle efforts within the mill.
Our Product End Users
Corrugated Recycling Trends

Will Surging Demand in Developing World Mean Further Import Expansion?

- Other developing countries in the Far East will generate a trade deficit
  - Total net imports of this region will be relatively stable

- Other developing regions
  - Total net import of Latin America: relatively small
  - Eastern Europe became a net exporter

Developed Regions Will Be Called on to Provide More Exports

- Asian papermakers will be scouring the globe for supplies
  - Reaching into interior areas of Europe and North America

- Government policies geared toward increasing collection
  - Europe and Japan
  - North America
  - High prices will help boost collection

Net Imports of OCC

Net Exports of Recovered Paper